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In earlier work we showed that if G(m, n) is a bipartite graph with no 4-cycles
or 6-cycles, and if m<c1n2 and n<c2 m2, then the number of edges e is O((mn)23).
Here we give a more streamlined proof, obtaining some sharp results; for example,
if G has minimum degree at least two then e 3- 2 (mn)23, and this is a tight
bound. Furthermore, one may allow O(mn) 6-cycles and still obtain e=O((mn)23).
This leads us to conjecture that, if G(m, n) is the pointline incidence graph of any
n points and m lines in the plane, then the number of 6-cycles is O(mn). The main
result of this paper is a proof that the number of 3-paths in such a graph is O(mn);
this is related to the above conjecture.  1997 Academic Press
1. BIPARTITE GRAPHS OF GIRTH SIX AND
WITH FEW SIX-CYCLES
This paper is a sequel to [CS]. First we fix some notation: G=G(X, Y)
will denote a bipartite graph with color classes X and Y ; set m=|X | and
n=|Y |. Also e=e(G) denotes the number of edges. Recall that the girth of
a graph is the length of a shortest cycle.
Theorem 1. Let G have girth at least eight. Suppose that either (a) every
vertex has degree at least two; or (b) m=O(n2) and n=O(m2). Then
e=O((mn)23).
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Remarks. (i) The example G=K1, n shows that some assumption like
(a) or (b) is needed.
(ii) Theorem 1 was already proved, assuming (b), in [CS]. Here, in
case (a) we shall obtain a small explicit constant c such that ec(mn)23,
namely c= 3- 2; and this is best possible.
(iii) In Theorem 2 below, we will show that the hypothesis ‘‘girth at
least eight’’ can be weakened to ‘‘girth at least six and at most O(mn) six-
cycles’’ and still yields the same upper bound on e.
Proof of Theorem 1. To begin, the total number P3=P3(G) of 3-paths
(i.e., paths with 3 edges and 4 distinct vertices) is easily seen to be
P3= :
xy # E
(dx&1)(dy&1), (1)
where E is the edge set and du is the degree of vertex u.
On the other hand,
P3= :
uv # (X_Y)"E
P3(uv), (2)
where P3(uv) is the number of 3-paths having u and v as endvertices. If we
assume girth at least eight, then clearly P3(uv)1 for each uv in (X_Y)"E,
whence
P3mn&e. (3)
Next, expanding (1) we have
P3= :
xy # E
dxdy& :
xy # E
(dx+dy)+e= :
xy # E
dxdy& :
u # X _ Y
d 2u +e. (4)
Let A be the m_n incidence matrix of G; i.e., X corresponds to rows of
A, Y to columns, Axy=1 if xy # E and Axy=0 otherwise. It is a simple
exercise (left to the reader) to show that
:
xy # E
dx dy=_(AATA), (5)
where _(M) is the sum of all entries of matrix M, and AT denotes the
transpose of A. Now _(AATA)_(A)3(mn), cf. [AWM]. And since
_(A)=e we get from (3), (4), and (5) that
mn&e
e3
mn
& :
u # X _ Y
d 2u +e. (6)
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In order to bound the sum of squares in (6), we go back to (1) and note
the following. If we assume hypothesis (a) (that all vertices have degree at
least 2), then (dx&1)(dy&1)dx+dy&3 for all x and y, and so from (1)
P3 :
xy # E
(dx+dy&3)= :
u # X _ Y
d 2u &3e. (7)
Since P3mn&e from (3), we get
:
u # X _ Y
d 2u mn+2e, (8)
and feeding this back into (6) gives
mn&e
e3
mn
&mn&2e+e,
so e32m2n2; i.e.,
e 3- 2 (mn)23. (9)
This proves the theorem, under hypothesis (a). The result, assuming (b),
now follows fairly easily from this; we leave the details to the reader. K
We note that the constant c= 3- 2 appearing above is best possible. Con-
sider an s_s square array of n=s2 points in the plane and m=2s lines (s
vertical, s horizontal); then the pointline incidence graph has girth eight
and e=2s2= 3- 2 (mn)23.
Inspection of the proof of Theorem 1 reveals the following: it is not
necessary to assume girth eight to deduce e=O((mn)23). Indeed, the only
place where we used ‘‘no 6-cycles’’ is in obtaining inequality (3); i.e.,
P3mn&e. (However, the assumption ‘‘no 4-cycles’’ is used in several
places.) Thus, if we simply assume that P3=O(mn), as well as no 4-cycles,
then the same proof yields e=O((mn)23). But is the hypothesis that
P3=O(mn) a reasonable one?; i.e., does it occur ‘‘in nature’’? In Section 3
we will show that this is the case; if G=G(m, n) is the pointline incidence
graph of any n points and m (straight) lines in the plane, then P3=O(mn).
To conclude this section we note the following. Let C6=C6(G) denote
the total number of 6-cycles in G.
Theorem 2. Let the bipartite graph G=G(m, n) have no 4-cycles and
C6=O(mn). Then P3=O(mn) (and, hence, e=O((mn)23) under hypothesis
(a) or (b), by the previous remarks).
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Proof. Note that, since G has no 4-cycles,
3C6= :
uv # (X_Y )"E \
P3(uv)
2 + ,
where P3(uv) is the number of 3-paths having u and v as endvertices. Either
uv P3(uv)mn&e, or by Jensen’s inequality,
:
uv # (X_Y )"E \
P3(uv)
2 +(mn&e) \
1
mn&e
uvP3(uv)
2 +
=
P3
2 \
P3
mn&e
&1+

P3 2
2mn
&
P3
2
;
hence,
P3 2&mnP3&6mnC60. (10)
Solving this for P3 yields
P3 12 [mn+- (mn)2+24mnC6], (11)
so the implication ‘‘C6=O(mn) O P3=O(mn)’’ follows immediately. K
We note that successful efforts have been done, motivated by number-
theoretic applications, to generalize Theorem 1 in a different way, namely
allowing 4-cycles and forbidding 6-cycles only (see [ESS, S, G].
2. AN APPLICATION OF A THEOREM OF RUZSA
AND SZEMERE DI
It is an interesting open problem for which - nm(n)n is the bound
of Theorem 1 tight within a constant multiplicative factor. The best general
constructions [CS, LUW] fall far off.
We mentioned earlier the example of an s_s grid, with n=s2 points and
m=2s lines, which corresponds to a G(2s, s2) of girth eight having
e=2s2= 3- 2 (mn)23. In addition, in [CS] we showed tightness for
m(n)tn45, m(n)tn78, m(n)tn. Here we shall show that if n lies in an
interval just slightly below m2, then such an extremal example is
impossible. The result we need is the following.
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Theorem 3 [RS]. There exists a function h(m), with limm   h(m)=,
with the following property. Let T1 , T2 , ..., Tb be any system of 3-element
subsets of an m-element set, such that |Ti & Tj|1 for i{j and
|Ti _ Tj _ Tk |7 for distinct i, j, and k. Then bm2h(m). K
Remark. In [RS] no explicit formula for h(m) is given; since the
uniform density (Szemere di) lemma was used in the proof, one should
think of h(m) as growing very slowly.
Theorem 4. Let G=G(m, n) have girth at least eight; and suppose that
n lies in the interval defined by the two inequalities
(i) m2h(m)32=o(n), and
(ii) n=O(m2h(m)),
where h(m) is as in Theorem 3. Then e=o((mn)23).
Proof. For each point x on the n-side of G, group the edges incident to
x into triples (with at most two edges left out). This will define a system
of say b triples on the m-side, satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3. (This
is easy to check.) Thus bm2h(m). The number of edges of G is at most
2n+3b ; and this is O(m2h(m)) by (ii). But m2h(m)=o((mn)23) by (i). K
3. AN UPPER BOUND ON THE NUMBER OF 3-PATH
CONFIGURATIONS IN PLANAR POINTLINE SYSTEMS
Consider any system of n points and m straight lines in the Euclidean
plane. A 3-path configuration is a sequence PlP$l $, where P and P$ are dis-
tinct points, l and l $ are distinct lines, P is on l and P$ is on both l and l $.
It is easy to see that such a configuration corresponds to a 3-path in the
pointline incidence graph of the system. Let P3 be the total number of
3-path configurations. As promised in Section 1, we will prove the following.
Theorem 5. P3=O(nm).
Recall from Eq. (1) that
P3= :
P # l
(d(P)&1)( |l |&1). (12)
Here d(P) is the number of lines (of our given system) that contain P,
and |l | is the number of points on l ; the sum in (12) is over all incident
pointline pairs. (We feel that, in this geometrical setting, the non-
symmetric notation d(P) and |l | may make things a bit clearer.) Before
tackling Theorem 5 we need some preliminary remarks.
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Remark 1. We may assume that our pointline system is in the real
projective plane, rather than the Euclidean plane.
Indeed, the Euclidean plane is a subset of the projective plane. Conver-
sely, given a system of finitely many points and lines in the projective
plane, pick a line l0 not in our system and not containing any points of our
system. By a projective transformation l0 becomes the line at infinity, and
our system now lies entirely in the affine part.
The import of this remark is that we may apply the pointline duality of
the projective plane, which will shorten some of our arguments.
Remark 2. It is sufficient to prove Theorem 5 when m<n2 and n<m2.
Indeed, at most ( n2)<n
2 lines pass through more than one point of the
system. But a line passing through at most one point will contribute to less
than n 3-path configurations; and so such ‘‘thin’’ lines will contribute
altogether less than mn 3-paths. A dual argument applies to points that lie
on at most one line.
In our proof of Theorem 5 we will make repeated use of the following
theorems of Szemere di and Trotter. (Shorter proofs than the original are
available in [FP, S2].)
Theorem 6 [ST]. There is an absolute constant c1 such that for any a
points and b lines in the plane, the number of pointline incidences is at most
c1[(ab)23+a+b].
Theorem 7 [ST]. There is an absolute constant c2 such that if P is a set
of a points in the plane, and L is a family of t lines each containing at least
k points of P, where k- a, then t<c2a2k3.
We will estimate (12) by first breaking up the summation into three
terms, according to the following possibilities for a pointline pair P # l :
(a) |l |>n12
(b) d(P)>m12
(c) d(P)m12 and |l |n12.
Note that cases (a) and (b) may overlap. Also it will suffice to obtain a
O(mn) bound in cases (a) and (c), since (b) is the dual of (a).
We first tackle case (a); i.e., we wish to get an upper bound on
:
P # l
(d(P)&1)( |l |&1), (13)
where l is restricted to |l |>n12. Note that for any fixed line l,
p # l [d(P)&1]m. Theorem 7 implies that |[l : n12<|l |<4n12]=
O(n12); hence the summation (13) for such lines is O(nm). Let l1 , l2 , ..., lr
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be the lines with more than 4n12 points. Routine inclusionexclusion
arguments (cf. [S1]) show that r=O(n12). Now
n } .
r
i=1
li } :
r
i=1
|li |& :
1i<jr
|li & lj |
 :
r
i=1
|li |&\r2+
and, hence, ri=1 |li |=O(n), since r=O(n
12). Therefore,
:
r
i=1
:
P # li
[d(P)&1][|li |&1]m :
r
i=1
[ |li |&1]=O(mn)
which settles case (a).
We move on to the harder case (c). Define
Xi :=[P : 2id(P)<2i+1],
Yi :=[l : 2i|l |<2i+1].
Then by Theorem 6
:
case (c) holds
P # l :
(d(P)&1)( |l |&1)c :
j : n12>2 j
i : m12>2i
2 i+j[ |Xi | 23 |Yj | 23+|Xi |+|Yj |]
(14)
for some absolute constant c. (For convenience, we will keep using c to
denote a suitable constant, even when it changes in value.)
The last term in (14) is easily bounded:
:
i, j
2 i+j |Yj |<m12 :
i : 2 j<n12
2 j |Yj |
<m12 } c[(mn)23+m+n]
=O(mn) (since m<n2).
The second-to-last term in (14) can be estimated in a dual fashion. The first
(and main) term in (14) is a product:
:
j : n12>2 j
i : m12>2i
2i+j |Xi | 23 |Yj | 23= :
i : m12>2i
2i |Xi | 23 :
j : n12>2 j
2 j |Yj | 23. (15)
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We will show that the first factor in (15) is O(n13m23); by duality the
second factor is then O(n23m13), and, since (n13m23) } (n23m13)=mn, this
will complete the proof of Theorem 5.
It will be convenient to view the points of our system as a probability
space, with each point having probability 1n; and d(P) as a random
variable on the space. Define another random variable by
d $(P)={d(P)0
if d(P)m12
otherwise.
Theorem 6 implies that the expectation of d $ satisfies
E(d $)=
1
n
:
p
d $( p)
1
n
} c(nm)23=O(m23n13).
We also estimate the variance:
V(d $)
1
n
:
p
d $( p)2

1
n
:
d $(P)<m23n13
d $(P)2+
1
n
:
d $(P)m23n13
d $(P)2.
We will show that both terms are O(m43n23); hence, so is V(d $). This
is obvious for the first term, since the number of points is at most n. For
the second sum, observe that by the dual of Theorem 7 we have
|[P : d $(P)>:]|c }
m2
:3
(16)
for all : (note that the LHS of (16) is zero if :>m12, by our assumptions);
hence, setting ;=m23n13 we get
1
n
:
P : d $(P);
d $(P)2
1
n
:
i
:
P : 2i+1>d $(P);2i
d $(P)2

c
n
:
i
(2i+1;)2 }
m2
(2i;)3
(by (16) with :=2i;)
c } m43n23,
as desired. Now recall Chebyshev’s inequality,
Prob[ |d $&E(d $)|>t - V(d $)]1t2. (17)
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Since our upper bounds on E(d $) and - V(d $) are both O(m23n13),
(17) implies (with t=2i) that
Prob[d $(P)>2im23n13]=O(4&i),
or in other words,
|[P : d $(P)>2im23n13] |=O(n4&i) (18)
for all i. Returning to (15),
:
i : m12>2i
2i |Xi | 23 :
i : m23n132i
2i |Xi | 23+ :
i : m23n13<2i<m12
2i |Xi | 23. (19)
Using Ho lder’s inequality,
:
i
aibi\:i a
3
i +
13
\:i b
32
i +
23
,
with ai=2i3 and bi=(2i |Xi | )23,
:
i : m23n132i
2i |Xi | 23= :
i : m23n132i
2i3(2i |Xi | )23
c }
m29
n19
} (nm)49=O(n13m23).
Estimating the second sum in (19) and setting :=log2(m23n13),
:
i : m23n13<2i<m12
2i |Xi | 23c } :
i:
2i } {P : d $(P)>2
i&:m23
n13 = }
23
c :
i:
2 i }
n23
2(43)(i&:)
(by (18))
=O(n13m23);
so finally we have shown that
:
i : m12>2i
2i |Xi | 23=O(n13m23). (20)
As noted earlier, the second factor on the RHS of (15) is, by a dual argu-
ment, O(n23m13), and so the proof of Theorem 5 is complete. K
We note that the bound in Theorem 5 is best possible. For the whole
range nm2, mn2 [PA, pp. 177178] shows examples of n points and m
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lines with at least c(nm)23 incidences. Let G denote the incidence bipartite
graph of those points and lines. We claim that Theorem 5 is best possible
within a constant multiplicative factor for G. Using the inequality of
[AWM] like in the proof of Theorem 1, we have
c(nm)23|E(G)|_(AATA)13 (nm)13.
Note that (cf. Eqs. (4) and (5))
_(AATA)=P3+:
P
d(P)(d(P)&1)+:
l
|l | ( |l |&1)+|E(G)|,
where the last two sums in the construction referred to are o(mn), and so
is |E(G)|. Hence P3cnm.
4. SUMMARY AND A CONJECTURE
In 1, we showed that for bipartite graphs G(m, n) without 4-cycles the
following implications hold:
C6=O(mn) O P3=O(mn) O e=O((mn)23).
(The first implication is unconditional; the second holds under some mild
nondegeneracy assumption such as (a) or (b) in Theorem 1.)
On the other hand, for graphs arising as pointline incidence graphs of
(real, Euclidean, or projective) planar systems, we showed in Section 3 that
P3=O(mn). This implies that e=O((mn)23); but of course this is the
Szemere diTrotter theorem, which was used heavily in our proof! It would
be of interest to find a self-contained proof that P3=O(mn). Even more
interesting would be to settle the following conjecture.
Conjecture. For every planar system of n points and m straight lines,
C6=O(mn).
Note that a 6-cycle in the pointline incidence graph is the same thing
as a triangular configuration in the plane; i.e., three noncollinear points
P1 , P2 , P3 and three nonconcurrent lines l1 , l2 , l3 , which form a triangle in
the obvious way. In all examples known to us, one may take the big-oh
constant to be 1. Thus we have a nice puzzle in planar geometry: is it true
that every configuration of m lines and n points determines fewer than mn
triangles?
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